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ABSTRACT

This is the template file for manuscript submissions to the Sonic
Tilt Competition at the 2023 International Conference on Audi-
tory Display, which will be held June 26 to July 1, 2023 at the
Linköping University, Norrköping, Sweden. This template has
been generated from the ICAD2023 template and aims at produc-
ing a Sonic Tilt Competition paper collection that is not a part of
the official ICAD2023 proceedings. Please use LATEX when prepar-
ing your submission. All questions concerning ICAD2023-Sonic
Tilt Competition submissions should be addressed to the Sonic Tilt
chair (sonictilt@icad2023.icad.org). The template is available in
electronic form at the website: https://icad2023.icad.org/ Further
information on the Sonic Tilt Competition can be found on the
ICAD2023 website and on the Tiltification website. Please give
your app a catchy name (ideally not “Sonic Tilt” or “Tiltification”)
and don’t forget to include explanatory graphics and provide links
to helpful videos, websites, and, most importantly, the APK file
that you compiled.

1. LINK TO APK FILE

Don’t forget to provide us with the built app from your flut-
ter folder. The APK file of the original Tiltification app can
be found under https://tiltification.uni-bremen.
de/assets/download/tiltification-app.apk.

2. INTRODUCTION

The introduction should explain the motivation, concept, or rea-
soning of your sonification approach, and/or your progress of
mind-storming or source of inspiration. It can be based on existing
methods, your personal or professional experience. The question
is: How shall your sonification convince the masses to use soni-
fication? This is the main criterion for the app. Have you found
the ideal compromise between precision and pleasantness of the
sound? Is it fun to learn to interpret the sonification? Is it a musical
experience, or a thrilling acoustic expedition? Are people already
familiar with the sound, or is it new and exciting? Your app name
and icon may reflect your sonification design idea. Your submis-
sion should have a length between 2 and 4 pages, depending on
the number and size of graphics.

This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution –
Non Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the License
are available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/

3. YOUR SONIFICATION

Please explain how your sound will enable app users to level their
phones, guided by your sonification. You should explain the sound
in general as well as how the sound changes, depending on the tilt
angles. How do users know whether they need to lift the left side
of the phone, or the right side? And how do they know by how
far they need to lift it? How do they know whether they have to
tilt it towards them, or away from them? And how far? And how
do combinations sound? Does your sound inform them whether
they are on track or not? How do they know when their phone
is leveled? Ideally, non-experts should be able to understand and
use your sonification after your explanation. Explaining the map-
ping principle in colloquial terms is certainly a way to explain your
sonification. Illustrations and links to videos may help a lot. For
example, you can make a screenshot of the app and add some ex-
planatory text, icons, plots or graphics, as illustrated in Fig. 1. You
can find a screenshot of the app, called blank.png, in the pics
folder of the LATEX template.

Figure 1: Blending colored graphics, text and symbols with a
screenshot of your app makes it easy to understand, especially in
combination with your written explanation.

I used the ADV screen recorder to record video and sound
of my smartphone while using the app, as you can see on
https://youtu.be/Id_BkvpB07c. We also shot some
short clips of people using our app, as in https://youtu.be/
STy6VRn0s3o.

Don’t forget to upload your app to a server and provide a per-
manent download link to the APK file. By participating in the
competition, you agree that ICAD may archive your app and your
submitted description. Naturally, you will be credited for your app.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION

Here, you can describe the technical implementation of your soni-
fication. Do you use FM-synthesis [1], the Karplus-Strong [2] al-
gorithm, or the Impulse Pattern Formulation [3]? Have you imple-
mented a sonification that has already been published? Then you
should cite the respective source. You can also link to your PD
file or show a screenshot. This section is for geeks and freaks who
may want to understand technical details or even use your sonifi-
cation themselves. Of course, your implementation may also stay
a company secret if you like.

5. EVALUATION

A proper evaluation of your sonification is not necessary to partici-
pate in the Sonic Tilt competition. A jury will test your sonification
and read your app description to select the competition winner. Of
course, you can evaluate your approach using PAMPAS [4], BUZZ
[5], NASA-TLX [6] and other techniques. Personally, I carried
out a short performance experiment with Tiltification [7], whose
results may serve as a benchmark for your sonification evaluation.

If you carry out an experimental evaluation of your sonifica-
tion, you should submit a dedicated scientific paper in addition to
your submission for the Sonic Tilt Competition. Note, however,
that the submission deadline for ICAD2023 is much earlier than
the submission deadline for the Sonic Tilt Competition.

6. SUBMISSION

It will be possible to submit your app description via easy chair,
following the link that will be provided on the ICAD2023 website.
Make sure to submit it as a contribution to the Sonic Tilt Compe-
tition.

The submission deadline is 12th May 2023.
During the ICAD2023, you will have the chance to give a

5-minute teaser/demonstration of your app. To participate in the
competition only, it is not necessary to register for the ICAD2023
conference and pay the fees. You can attend the Sonic Tilt Com-
petition session online and on-site. However, participants of the
competition can only give their presentation and watch the presen-
tation of their competitors. To attend the rest of the conference,
you have to register and pay the registration fees.
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As you are using our open source project Sonic Tilt, please
cite our paper that introduces Tiltification, the original version of
Sonic Tilt [8]. In the spirit of the International Community for
Auditory Display, I recommend all participants to use their app as
a demonstrator for science communication and teaching, and as an
advertisement for sonification. In [9] we give recommendations on
how to develop, distribute and market sonification apps.
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